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Speaker, Show Host, Accountability Specialist 
 

Short Bio: 
Accountability Strategist, Speaker and Host of her own show, Erin Strayer has 
always had her hand in business and
has evolved from multiple contractual endeavors,  co
company and a career spanning 24 years in level I Cardiac surgery, Erin quickly 
morphed and transitioned into a national medica
to  start-up platform development; growth facilitating and vendor relations expert. 
Easily identifying holes and problem areas in these projects; developing strategic 
work-arounds was easy.   
 
As a Trainer of Trainers, Erin Strayer fully believes there are 100 ways to do the 
same thing right.  Recently honored as a “true champion and inspiration for women 
entrepreneurs”  #52women52weeks; Featured in DOTpreneur and Badassery 
Magazines as an upcoming entrepreneur to watch
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Speaker, Show Host, Accountability Specialist  & JV guru. 

Accountability Strategist, Speaker and Host of her own show, Erin Strayer has 
always had her hand in business and health.  Her sweet spot or, zone of genius,  
has evolved from multiple contractual endeavors,  co-owning a multi-
company and a career spanning 24 years in level I Cardiac surgery, Erin quickly 
morphed and transitioned into a national medical consultant for physicians that led 

up platform development; growth facilitating and vendor relations expert. 
Easily identifying holes and problem areas in these projects; developing strategic 

Erin Strayer fully believes there are 100 ways to do the 
Recently honored as a “true champion and inspiration for women 

entrepreneurs”  #52women52weeks; Featured in DOTpreneur and Badassery 
Magazines as an upcoming entrepreneur to watch in 2018 and forward moving 
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Accountability Strategist, Speaker and Host of her own show, Erin Strayer has 
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up platform development; growth facilitating and vendor relations expert. 
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thought leader, Erin Strayer combines over 30 years of cross platform experience 
into her current strategic growth consulting business. 
 
Currently recovering corporate and entrepreneurs hire Erin to get them business 
beyond the basics because most are indecisive, held hostage by their own fear and 
honestly flat out complacent and settling for average. 
past the “I can’t do that”, “what’s the next step?” and “how in the world do I do that” 
that stands in the way of 99% of people.  Bottom line, Erin provides executive level 
accountability so that you and your business get the attention to detail they 
deserve and you start excelling in your business making money.
 

Social Media Links: 
Facebook:   
https://www.facebook.com/theerinstrayershow/
 
Facebook Group: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/the
 
OnLine Directory:   
https://theillustriousones.com/directory
https://theillustriousones.com/why
 
Podcast: 
http://bit.ly/TheErinStrayerShowPodcast
 
You Tube:   
http://bit.ly/ErinStrayerYouTube
 
LinkedIn:   
https://www.linkedin.com/in/erin
 
InstaGram: 
Www.instagram.com/strayererin
 

thought leader, Erin Strayer combines over 30 years of cross platform experience 
into her current strategic growth consulting business.  

Currently recovering corporate and entrepreneurs hire Erin to get them business 
he basics because most are indecisive, held hostage by their own fear and 

honestly flat out complacent and settling for average.  So she helps them move 
past the “I can’t do that”, “what’s the next step?” and “how in the world do I do that” 

the way of 99% of people.  Bottom line, Erin provides executive level 
accountability so that you and your business get the attention to detail they 
deserve and you start excelling in your business making money. 
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So she helps them move 
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Topics You Might Want To C
Accountability Guru Erin Strayer

1. Success Strategies to skyrocket your dreams and why it’s so important to 
your business 

2. Why you don’t call yourself a coach
3. Leadership and what it means to you and why it’s so imperative to train on it
4. Difference between a Dream and a Goal
5. Respecting the Green 
6. How measuring your progress sets you up to succeed
7. Why accountability is a must in any successful business

 

Fun Facts About Accountability Strategist, Show Host and Speaker
1. Erin has been in all bu
2. She has had over 40+ addresses in her adult life
3. Hand-picked to teach physicians cross country to learn new EMR platforms
4. She is a Closet material hoarder & Sewing lover
5. She Wrote her own contracts for 20+ years
6. Started her show on a dare now it

in 5 countries 
 

Topics You Might Want To Cover with Business Strategist & 
Accountability Guru Erin Strayer 

Success Strategies to skyrocket your dreams and why it’s so important to 

Why you don’t call yourself a coach 
Leadership and what it means to you and why it’s so imperative to train on it
Difference between a Dream and a Goal 

 
How measuring your progress sets you up to succeed 
Why accountability is a must in any successful business 

Fun Facts About Accountability Strategist, Show Host and Speaker
Erin has been in all but 7 states 
She has had over 40+ addresses in her adult life 

picked to teach physicians cross country to learn new EMR platforms
She is a Closet material hoarder & Sewing lover 
She Wrote her own contracts for 20+ years 
Started her show on a dare now it’s syndicated on multiple internet channels 

over with Business Strategist & 

Success Strategies to skyrocket your dreams and why it’s so important to 

Leadership and what it means to you and why it’s so imperative to train on it 

Fun Facts About Accountability Strategist, Show Host and Speaker 
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